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HOUSTON, TEXAS – July 17, 2008 – It was announced that VIP/MyITGroup, Texas has
selected Enterprise Systems Corporation to perform extensive upgrades to its voice
communications and Local Area Network systems as well as migration to IP Telephony.
Enterprise Systems will be upgrading the Houston office to a Nortel CS1000E to
accommodate a disaster recovery plan and provide survivability to all locations. Today
every remote office spanning the east to west coasts and the north and south borders
are standalone, independent systems with no wide area connectivity to accommodate
voice. Once the Sprint MPLS network is complete ESC will be installing Nortel SRG
systems with local PRI interfaces and expanding the CallPilot voicemail to support
centralized messaging. The CS1000E will also allow VIP to centralize their licensing and
management. VIP has had to pay multiple vendors to serve their sites and due to
multiple system types did not allow their own IT staff to make daily moves and changes.
VIP will have the ability to handle these needs at all their locations. Furthermore, they
will now have a 4 digit dial plan between all our locations and intra-office and other long
distance will be eliminated. “Unifying our voice and data networks to Nortel will lower
our network costs, our management costs and give us a short timeline for recovering our
investment while improving our communications”, said Brad Hext, IT Director.
Summary:
Upgrade Houston to CS1000E and expand and upgrade CallPilot.
Install SMG (Alternate Call Server) in Virginia. All IP endpoints.
Install SRG systems in Minnesota, Colorado & California. All IP endpoints.
Install 5520 Gig Ethernet PoE switches at all locations.
Migrate all trunks to PRI with new DID numbers from AT&T.
ABOUT ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS CORPORATION
Houston, Texas Based Enterprise Systems Corporation services and supports Nortel voice
and data solutions including CS1000, Meridian 1, Succession, CallPilot, Symposium,
Contact Center, Meridian Mail, Norstar and BCM. Competencies include TDM circuit
switched telephony, VoIP and wireless engineering and deployment.

ABOUT VIP/MyITGroup
VIP has been helping clients in the public and private sectors challenge the
boundaries of technology and business processes for over 13 years. In every
engagement, VIP carefully evaluates and uncovers new possibilities to achieve
measurable results. VIP offers customized solutions, proven comprehensive and
efficient delivery methodologies and expert consultants with experience,
resourcefulness and the commitment to deliver the quality you need. With local
dedication and national reach, they demonstrate unwavering commitment to
their clients' needs and partner with them to increase business performance,
mitigate risk and resolve challenges.

